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Hey luminary it is Leslie Tagorda back here for another podcast episode on this upcoming Leo
New Moon, and a little bit of Jupiter retrograde. Oh my goodness, I hope that in the middle of
this summer, you have been able to find some of your own revolutionary joy and play, and that
you've really prioritize this play enjoy as a form of revolution, restoration, right, all the isms, the
capitalism, colonialism, imperialism, has done their best to train us that play is a waste of time.
When play, as in my last email that I sent out a week ago, I mentioned how play is a necessary
part to being able to change and to innovate and to see things through a new perspective. I
know personally, this summer, I had made all of his grand plans to play and I was going to learn
how to do all these things. And in my ending of July here, when I'm recording this, I'm just have
another week left in Hawaii. And I realized, I've been giving myself so much grief for not
working on all the things that I had planned. And really just totally dismissing and not being
mindful and present. And all of the opportunities for play that I have had. For example, I've
been spending a lot of time with family and not really a being completely present and we'll be
able to draw, enjoy that. So earlier this week, I made a decision that this final week I was going
to do lots of play. So in the evening, around five o'clock I met up with another wonderful
astrologer friend Natalie Waldstein, who now lives on a wahoo. She's been here for a few years,
and we decided that we were going to try stand up paddleboard yoga, and I've had a regular
practice of yoga, not so much recently. But in the in the past years, I would go to yoga at least
three or four times a week. I loved yoga so much. And I know Natalie loves yoga a lot as well.
But I have never gone stand up paddleboarding. And so if you don't know stand up
paddleboarding, they're kind of like these big boards, they look a little bit bigger than a
surfboard. And people stand up on them and they either paddle or that you can sit on them,
but and paddle out on calm waters are some you know, some really like gung ho people even
go a little bit of surfing while they're standing up on these boards. And I'm just like, Whoa, it
takes an incredible amount of balance and concentration. And I was like, Who am I going to be
able to do this, but you know what, I'm gonna go do this, because I've also been doing some
coaching with Dr. Julia Co. Angelou. I have excuse me if I pronounced her name wrong, but she
does some flow I, she works on flow. And what she talks about flow is finding that right balance,
a challenge and creativity and concentration. And the need for us to push ourselves slightly
outside of our comfort zone to gain a new perspective to get into this place of concentration
without push or effort. But just that efforting of that little bit of challenge of things that you're

having fun. So combining yoga, and I love the beach. I was like, Okay, I'm gonna have to try
this, no matter how scared I was, because I was like, There's nothing more that about being
scared than just like falling straight on my butt. Or splashing into the water. So I came
prepared. I was like, Okay, I'm gonna fall in the water. And I'm going to laugh and I'm going to
have fun and I'm going to do all this yoga. So we went, and it was so fun. And my after the
hour, and I did not fall in. Of course, Natalie, who's just like an expert yogi. She fell in and I was
so proud of her for falling in because I was like, I knew she wasn't holding back. She wasn't
afraid. She was just pushing her body to the limit and she fell in the water, so be it. Whereas I
was still kind of like not really prepared to fall in I was still a little bit fearful. And so I wasn't
pushing my body like how I would on land to go into all of those poses, but I was already at my
edge on that sub board doing yoga. It was super fun. I'm gonna go do it again on Friday, Friday
morning with my husband because what after our we met in yoga, so why not do some fun this
stretch of a stretch of our stretch practice on the water. And so what for you? Have you done
This summer to bring in that kind of revolutionary, stretch, joy, play pleasure, even if you're a
little bit scared, okay, so if you haven't yet done that for summer, don't worry about it. We're
just in the beginning of Leo season. And you already know that Leo is all about having fun
finding that inner child find that play, finding that passion and pleasure. Of course, Leo season
right in the middle of summer so we can shine our creative brilliance. So there's still plenty of
time. And with this Leo season with our Leo, new moon that's coming on Thursday, July 28, at
10:55am Pacific 1:55pm. Eastern, we have the new moon, moon and sun meeting at Leo have
five degrees. Mercury is also in Leo at this time, and Jupiter is an Aries at eight degrees, so
three degree orb and Jupiter. A couple of hours right after that New Moon Jupiter will be shifting
gears from stop to going backwards. I'm recording this already. While Jupiter has been just kind
of sitting on this eight degree 43 minute mark, it's been sitting there for a couple of days as it
gets ready to shift backwards for its annual retrograde motion. Now all of the planets all
besides the sun and the moon all have retrograde phases. And when they go retrograde, that
energy that planetary energy is more emphasized, it's put like under a magnifying glass to
amplify that energy so that we can really reconsider how we are expressing those energies in
our lives and in our work. And so when we're thinking about Jupiter, Jupiter is really about
growth and expansion and, and maximizing things. It's about our vision and our deepest wise,
it's about it's about morality in terms of judgments of like what is right and what is bad, and, or
wrong, rather, and our ultimate why. And so when we think about these joopa terian ideals and
how maybe we might be under estimating ourselves or not stretching far enough into our
highest potential and our expansive growth. This Jupiter retrograde that we'll be starting will be
showing us what we need to realign there. Where haven't we been pushing ourselves. So you
hear a theme here in terms of this Leo, and then Jupiter in fiery Aries, there's a lot of passion
going on. And so I really encourage you to prioritize play. And if you're like me, who's just really
discovering what it means to have fun again, you know, go back to something that you really
enjoyed as a child and rediscover that. Or if there's something that you love to do now, like I
do, I love yoga, do something that's a little bit extra to push yourself that way. Okay. And so,
with this Leo, new moon that's going to be training this beautiful Jupiter who stopped in
retrograde, I want you again to prioritize your play, okay, prioritize your play and your joy for
your own self. And watch how your the rest of your life ripples and expands forward in your
change making work. Okay? With Mercury involved, all you need to do to start is to simply
speak it into existence, right? I've been thinking about doing some yoga for a long time. And
then finally, I was like, I told my husband, I'm gonna do I told him out loud, I'm gonna go take
this class, and then it took me another week to sign up for it. But if I had all these little steps, so
with mercury there, bring that out, shake things up and try something that's challenging it fun.
Up the heat cuz where the rest of this month is going to be really hot. And I'll be recording a
short episode about that August, about the August and the stars. So we'll talk a little bit of
what's coming up because there's lots of things coming up. So amp up your personal heat and

hotness by wearing something Blaney provocative or exciting. Maybe on your next real or next,
social media posts. Share your brilliance by reworking your deepest Whys according to that
Jupiter retrograde and shout it out from the rooftops because Jupiter wants it to go big. And
remember, speak your joy and your competence into existence. Make sure your desires are big.
Leo and Jupiter do not like to underestimate go big and overestimate with your Leo New Moon
Ritual to call in all your creative brilliance, joy and heart centered purpose in your competence.
Change making work. Remember, this is a meme that I haven't yet found the source for. So if
you know I've said this before, and I will say it again, the sun doesn't give a if if it blinds you get
your dang sunglasses. And you know what? Go buy those fancy ones because it's Leo season.
Okay. So let's talk about this Leo New Moon again, exactly 10:55am Pacific. The theme that not
only Miller and I co wrote, In our book, new and full moon rituals for entrepreneurs and
changemakers is called confidently creating your joy. And we say, the new moon and Leo offers
a profound infusion of transitivity confidence and joy. It's a moment to celebrate that, as
Martha Graham writes, there's only one of you and all of time. And there are things you do that
no one else like you can do. This lunation asks you to tap into what brings you joy, for that is
the source of the light you shine in the world. It's time to fully trust that when you do what you
love you magnetize attention, power and opportunity. With Jupiter now station retrograde,
trying this new mood there's a spirit of growth and evolution present. Remember that
confidence doesn't just appear out of nowhere. It comes from practice learning and exploring
content through play. The more you learn and grow from both your accomplishments as well as
your experiments, aka you might call them failures, but they're just experiments. The more you
learn to love and trust yourself no matter what, right that splashing the water that I was so
resistant to do. Like I missed out on some like cooling fun. So this is what confidence is all
about. Now, Mercury and Uranus will be squaring the signs of Taurus and Leo and they're
asking about your demands that you make more room for change your whole joyous self and
the way you do work and your business and your life to your own own horn. Smile. Shrug at
your quirks Let your freak flag fly, get real and enjoy the glow that comes from being your
whole self out loud. Now there's other astrological aspects happening again New Moon training
Jupiter at Aries eight degrees asks you if your intentions are big enough? Are you under arrest
under estimating your desires. Mercury and Leo have 18 degrees squaring Uranus. Taurus of 18
degrees asks you if you're open hearted to all the unexpected experiences and change that are
coming your way. Are you ready for them to set you on your highest path and bring in more
Whoo, whoa. And then Mercury in Leo 18 degrees is also training Chiron in Aries at 16 degrees.
Oh, yes, thank you Chiron because they're asking if we if you've been communicating the
wisdom you've learned from your wounds? Are you ready to use this with courage? Okay, now,
if you know how to read your natal chart, I want you to grab your natal chart. And I want you to
check out where that five degree of Leo is in which house because this is how you can
personalize your new moon. Because remember, each of those houses are areas of your life
and areas of your business. And wherever that New Moon wherever that New Moon is, by
House is activating that one part of your life and your business asking for a fresh intention. So
this is a perfect way to personalize your new moon. So I have a few new moon personalizations
here that I want to share with you. I'll be sharing them by their rising signs and also giving you
more specifics as far as the house that's being activated. So if you don't know just go default to
your rising sign. And if you do want to know how to read your natal chart, so that you can
personalize your new moons and full moon rituals and other transits that I encourage you to
sign up for Written in the Stars. It is my foundational training on how to read how to begin to
read your natal chart for your change making work. And I haven't on demand, but guess what?
I have coming up alive in August August. I believe it's the week of August 22. And I'll share a
little bit more about written in the stars but it's a five a five day mini training. When we do it
live. I come on every day for question and answers. It's super fun. Hundreds of people have
already gone through this training. And it teaches everybody my philosophy the way that I see

all of the planets, zodiac signs, houses and aspects in an empowering, inclusive, non like non
judgmental non fear are angry in ways so that you begin to work it in your work. So if you're
interested, I have some wait list only bonuses that are coming up really soon. So head on over
to the savvy luminary.com Ford slash waitlist by this Sunday July 31 To get your waitlist early
bonuses and then I'll be opening it up to the public. So those that'd be luminary.com forward
slash waitlist to get onto the waitlist and get your bonuses to be the first to know when it
opened the doors to the live cohorts have written in the stars. We begin on August 22. Oh, and
I just noticed that August 22. The Sun enters Virgo will be celebrating Virgo season to see our
charts in a whole holistic, whole new way. Okay, so let's get into these new moon in leo
personalisations. Remember, for most accuracy, find the house that contains allele of five
degrees if you want if you don't know how to do that, I encourage you to sign up for the
waitlist, the savvy luminary.com forward slash waitlist for written stars. And here we go. If you
are an Aries rising, or you have your fifth house being activated, you are here to plant your
seeds to confidently shine brighter with heart centered purpose in your creative and
pleasurable passion projects. So make time for play. If you are a Taurus rising or have a fourth
house activation today you are planting your seeds to confidently shine brighter with heart
centered purpose in your home. Safe spaces and communities for which you gather. Your home
is where you have the most fun it's not just where you hang your hat Taurus rising. If you're a
Gemini rising like me, or you have your thirst house being activated by the Leo five degrees,
you are planting your seeds to confidently shine brighter with heart centered purpose in your
vibrant and fun communications and engaging dialogue. Yes, bring in more memes or jokes,
more pop culture. If you're a cancer rising or have a second house with this five degrees of Leo.
Today you're planting the seeds to company shine brighter with heart centered purpose in your
heart centered values. Ooh, bringing those money attract with your heart center joy. Okay, if
you have Leo rising or the first house is being activated by Leo of five degrees, you're planting
the seeds for confidence to confidently shine brighter with your heart centered purpose in your
confident and bold leadership and identity for Virgo risings or 12th House activations, you're
planting the seeds for confident heart centered, Soul centered, blissful restoration. That's right,
you got to have fun to refill and restore and reset your cup. Libra risings or 11th has activations
your confidently shining brighter with heart centered purpose in your creative social spaces and
platforms. That people that you're bringing together embody this Leo, heart centered energy
purposeful people. If you have Scorpio Rising before you have your 10th house being activated,
you're planting the seeds for more confidence in heart centered purpose in your mission to
being an influential role model, one that is based in trust and truth. If you're Sagittarius rising
or have your ninth house being activated, you're planting the seeds to confidently shine
brighter with heart centered purpose in your joyful vision of possibilities of your deepest why's.
Get that purpose go in Sagittarius risings. Okay, Capricorn risings, you have their or you have
your eighth house being activated. Today you're planting the seeds to constantly shine
brighter, with heart centered purpose and your capacity to heal and trust yourself with joy and
play as investments in your outcome are called self. For those of us that have Aquarius rising or
a seventh house activation today, you're planting the seeds to constantly shine brighter with
heart centered purpose in your creative partnerships with your soul customers and soul
collaborators. What creative souls do you want to call in? Lastly, for Pisces rising or sixth house
activation today you plant your seeds to constantly shine brighter with heart centered purpose
in your effective day to day joyful up for operations and service to others. So beautiful. So let
me double check. So last thing. So there's two invitations right the first invitations is to my next
live call will have written in the stars, my foundational five day mini training where everything
is so beautiful and inclusive and you get to see your natal chart in a new light whether or not
you're a beginner or a seasoned astrologer, just being able to understand all the parts release
change making equitable view of this language of astrology. So head on over to the savvy
luminary.com forward slash waitlist by Sunday, July 31, to get your waitlist only bonuses. And

then if you're hearing this before, within like as soon as this episode drops, I'd love to invite you
to this Leo New Moon ceremony with Sharon escan. Donnie, we will be talking about
revolutionary joy and she'll be guiding us through visualizations and sharing us about how it is
to live and lead by being wholehearted. Sharon is such a beautiful soul. She is the
wholehearted coach and she teaches people to live with joy and confidence. So if you'd like to
join us for that, head on over to the savvy luminary.com forward slash New Moon All right, my
friends. That ceremony is tomorrow on July 28. Thursday at 12 noon Pacific 3pm Eastern if you
can join us I'd love to see your beautiful faces. So have a beautiful Leo New Moon. Make sure
you are prioritizing your play as a revolutionary act. Remember, I'm going to tell you again the
sun doesn't give a fuck it blinds you buy some beautiful sunglasses or tell your friends to buy
some beautiful sunglasses because you're not going to dim your light for them because you
might love you shine bright. All right till next time. If you love this podcast please consider
doing me a favor and heading over to Apple iTunes and leaving me a rating and review. Your
rating and review helps this humble podcast get seen and found by more listeners like you.
Please share the love

